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Codecell Event Report
Abhiyantriki Crackathon
Date: 6th October, 2018
Time: 10:00 am - 6:00 pm
Venue: KJSCE, B building, 110
Total Participants: Approx. 50 students
This event was held to promote competitive coding in all participating colleges.

All students interested in participating in the event were instructed to show up at
9:45 to register for the event. The event had 3 rounds. All the problems in the
competition were created, tested and given editorials for by KJSCE-Codecell
members. The event was hosted on Codechef.
The first round was to find the test cases for which the given solution for the
problem statement defined gave wrong answer. 16 teams made it to the second
round.
Second round also called face-off round was conducted as follows● There were 8 problems picked from codechef with similar difficulty level,
and there were 16 post-it notes put backwards on the whiteboard, 2 per
question.
● Each team starting from top in descending order picked a note which
decided which problem they had to solve
● After all the 16 teams picked their notes, each one knew their opponent, and
the task here was to go head to head with them, whoever solved the problem

first goes through, who doesn’t gets eliminated.
● 8 teams made it through to the final 3rd round for KJSCE Crackathon.
Round 3 consisted of the 8 teams from earlier rounds, and top participants from
KJSCE Codespree which was conducted as a pre-event to Crackathon to provide
direct entry to the final round.
Round 3 was akin to the ICPC regionals format, where they have to solve 5 new
questions, with no internet support and on site, and the scoring is in ICPC format
as well.
The final round took place at around 4:00 pm, after all the contestants had, had
their lunches. The contest ended and the winners were declared. The competition
was wrapped up after the prize distribution ceremony.

Winners
1. Akshay Kotak
Jay Gala
K.J. Somaiya College Of Engineering, Vidyavihar
2. Darshan Bari
Pune Institute Of Computer Technology
3. Prafful Javare
Divya Khetan
K.J. Somaiya College Of Engineering, Vidyavihar
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